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1920 – 2011
The Cordage Institute and 
the entire rope and cordage 
industry lost a dear friend and 
a true leader with the passing 
of Gale Foster on February 1, 
2011. For over thirty years, 
Gale worked to advance fiber 
ropes through marketing 
and innovation, and in 
1986, he was appointed as 
the Executive Director of 
the Cordage Institute after 
retiring as Vice President of 

Sales and Marketing of Samson in 1985. By 1999, Gale 
had helped to grow the Cordage Institute to the point 
where a larger management company was needed, and 
he was appointed as Technical Director to focus on the 
Institute’s technical programs. He continued in this role 
until his retirement in 2004.

During the last fifteen years of the twentieth century, 
the rope and cordage industry experienced a period 
of significant challenges and transformation as there 
were changes in ownership and organization of several 
major U.S. rope producers, an evolving acceptance 
of international trade, intervention by the Justice 
Department, and a shift in rope constructions, machinery, 
available raw materials, and new markets. 

It was at a very low point in the history of the Cordage 
Institute when circumstances made it possible to enlist 
the booming voice and amazing talent of Gale Foster to 
become the Executive Director. During the next twenty 
years, Gale served as the voice of the American Cordage 
Industry. In countless written articles, speeches around 
the world, discussions with anyone who would ‘talk 
rope’, and in delicate maneuvering within the industry, he 
established the Cordage Institute’s position as the leading 
voice on rope matters, especially technical and ethical.

Due in large part to Gale’s vision, the Cordage Institute 
was able to sustain and adapt to meet the needs of the 
industry. Some of the directional changes that Gale 
initiated or championed were:

• Around the same time the government decided 
to get out of the specification Mil-Specs business to use 
industrial standards, Gale solicited the manufacturers to 
establish a working Technical Committee to put together 
standards, guidelines, and publications to meet the needs of 
the industry and government.
• Expanded the membership participation from 
just U.S. rope producers to include almost anyone who 
participated in the industry (e.g. manufacturing, regulatory, 
academic, consulting, etc.) and gave all of the groups a 
fair opportunity to participate in the functioning of the 
organization.
• Established or strengthened a liaison between the 
Cordage Institute’s Technical Committee and the other 
associated organizations in the U.S. and abroad to allow 
open discussion of differences in technical conclusions and 
standards.
• Recognized and encouraged the incorporation of 
High Performance Fibers and the new markets they would 
make available. He started early to develop technical 
standards for those product types.

After retirement, Gale continued to publish articles about 
the rope industry, and he was always available to offer 
his knowledge and guidance. Talking to one of our retired 
members about Gale’s death, he commented, “Gale was 
the Institute’s Winston Churchill. He successfully led us 
through our darkest hour into a bright future.”

Gale was definitely one of a kind, and he will be missed 
dearly.  

This article was prepared by Bill Huffaker with 21st 
Century Fibers and Dave Richards with the Cordage 
Institute. 
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to serve my country and go off on an adventure.”

A high school guidance counselor told her about the Coast 
Guard, so she applied there as well, even though she had 
never heard of it before. The Coast Guard acceptance letter 
arrived before the one from the naval academy, so she set 
off for New London.

When Stosz graduated in 1982, there were just 11 other 
women in her class of 150 cadets. Today, women make up 
about one-third of the enrollment.

The Coast Guard has provided intensive training in human 
relations and sexual harassment issues. Several years ago it 
honed its policy on responses to sexual assualt claims after 
the 2006 court martial of a male cadet on sexual assualt 
charges.

Stosz said she hoped to build on the successes of her 
predecessor, Rear Adm. J. Scott Burhoe. During his tenure, 
the academy doubled its minority enrollment and drew a 
record number of Fullbright and Truman scholars.

“My goal will be to make sure I am delivering productive 
young ensigns that can perform for the American public...to 
protect, defend them,” she said. Burhoe, who is expected to 
retire July 1, called Stosz “an excellent choice.”

“She has a distinguished record of service and, as a member 
of the board of trustees, understands the importance of 
continuing to move the academy forward on its current 
track,” Burhoe said in a statement.

Stosz, who has never been married and has no children, 
called the Coast Guard her family. “I spent 12 years at sea,” 
she said. “With that adventuresome lifestyle I kind of forgot 
to get married and have kids.”

In addition to her time at sea, she served as the first female 
aide to former Transportation Secretary Samuel Skinner. 
(The Coast Guard was then under the purview of the 
U.S. Department of Transportation. It is now part of the 
Department of Homeland Security.)

Stosz also worked as a social aide to former President 
George Herbert Walker Bush, a job that entitled escorting
guests to the White House for state dinners.

In her current position, Stosz oversees policy for the more 

Thirty-five years after it began admitting women, the 
U.S. Coast Guard Academy will get its first female 
superintendent.

Rear Adm. Sandra L. Stosz will ascend to the helm of 
the New London academy next summer, becoming the 
first woman to lead a U.S. military service academy. 
Her appointment was announced by U.S. Coast Guard 
commandant Adm. Robert J. Papp.

It’s hardly the first first for Stosz. She was the first woman 
to command a Coast Guard cutter on the Great Lakes and 
the first female academy graduate to achieve the rank of 
admiral. Stosz, 50, said her appointment symbolizes “a 
generation of progress” for women.

“There were challenges,” she said in a phone interview 
from Coast Guard headquarters in Washington, D.C. “But I 
always looked beyond the challenges to the opportunities. 
The Coast Guard didn’t put any roadblocks in the way of 
women...I was blessed.”

Indeed, some observers say they aren’t surprised that 
the Coast Guard is the first military academy to shatter 
the glass ceiling. It has a unique dual role: Unlike other 
branches of the armed forces, the Coast Guard has law 
enforcement and first-responder duties in addition to its 
national defense role.

“It’s significant that it’s the Coast Guard and not the naval 
academy or West Point or the Air Force Academy,” said 
Claire Potter, a professor of history and American Studies 
at Wesleyan University in Middletown. “The Coast Guard 
is as much a domestic service as a wartime service, and its 
emphasis on communications and cooperation strike me as 
gendered very female.”

Stosz almost didn’t wind up in the Coast Guard. A self-
described tomboy who grew up in Maryland with three 
younger brothers, she had her sights set on the U.S. Naval 
Academy in nearby Annapolis. In 1976, just a couple of 
years before she graduated from high school, Congress 
mandated that the U.S. military academies open their doors 
to women. 

“I liked the idea that I got to be in on something new, 
something adventuresome,” she recalled, “I had never 
sailed, but I always dreamed of owning a tiny sailboat...I 
always had a fantasy of being a sailor. This was the chance 

COAST GUARD MAKES HISTORY BY PICKING WOMAN TO LEAD ACADEMY

Continued on next page.
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ACTIVITY IN A NEW FORMAT
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information on your company’s 

key promotions and management 
changes to info@cordageinstitute.com 

than 8,000 members of the Coast Guard reserve. She 
recently developed policy and executed a budget for the 
Coast Guard’s reserves operations in the Gulf of Mexico 
following the BP oil spill.

That mission, along with the response to the earthquake 
in Haiti, emblemizes the Coast Guard’s current mission. 
It’s a mission that’s more important than ever, she said. 
“We’re more relevant than ever in the changing global 
environment.”

Source: The Hartford Courant, Connecticut
December 14, 2010

ROPETECH, INC.
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WIRECO WORLDGROUP INC.  
ACQUIRES GRUPO OLIVEIRA SA, A 

LEADING MANUFACTURER OF HIGH 
PERFORMANCE SYNTHETIC ROPE

WireCo WorldGroup Inc. (WireCo), the world’s leading 
producer and marketer of specialty wire ropes acquired 
Grupo Oliveira Sa and certain other assets comprising its 
worldwide business, colletively Oliveira. Terms of the 
transaction were not disclosed.

Ira Glazer, WireCo CEO, said, “The Oliveria acquisition is 
the continuation of our strategy to strengthen our leadership 
in our core markets, to bring access to new geographic and 
end markets, and to expand our synthetics capabilities. 
Oliveira, which manufactures high performance synthetic 
ropes targeted at deepwater mooring line and towing 
applications, serves marine markets that are highly 
complementary to our existing offerings, including 
offshore oils and gas and fishing. In combination with our 
December 2009 merger with Phillystran, we believe we 
will now offer the market a full package of technologically 
advanced synthetic ropes. In addition, Oliveira has a strong 
position in the global wire rope aftermarket for cranes, 
which we believe will futher enhance our leadership in that 
segment.”

“Oliveira is highly respected in the market given its 
premium brand, product quality and strong global 
reputation with long-standing customers and key 
distributors,” continued Glazer. “WireCo has a solid track 
record of integrating acquisition targets, and we expect a 
seamless transition for Oliveira’s customers and employees 
as we move forward. Finally, I would like to thank Mr. 
Luis Oliveira Sa and his family for their support in 
completing this transaction.”

WireCo expects Oliveira’s existing management team 
to remain with the company, as has been the case with 
previous WireCo acquisitions. WireCo also plans to 
maintain Oliveira’s manufacturing operations in Maia 
and Paredes and hopes to expand the utilization of both 
facilities, which would require investment in plant and 
equipment and create the potential for additional jobs.

WireCo has completed multiple acquisitions in recent years 
that have enhanced its global market position in wire rope 
and synthetic ropes, including Phillystran in 2009, 

CASAR and Wireline Works in 2007 and Aceros Camesa 
in 2005. In addition, the company has a joint venture with 
Wuhan Iron and Steel to build the world’s most modern 
wire rope manufacturing facility in China, which started 
production in 2009.

U.S. MADE AT THE WORKBOAT 
SHOW 

by Kathy Bergen Smith

To those who say U.S. manufacturing is dead, you need to 
visit the International WorkBoat Show. Here is an industry 
in which American products continue to dominate. Most 
major diesel engine makers, parts manufacturers and 
boatbuilders for the workboat market are U.S. companies. 
As I strolled the aisles of the show in New Orleans, I saw 
many global companies to be sure, but I also saw many 
brand names my father would have recognized. One was 
keel cooler manufacturer R.W. Fernstrum. I stopped at their 
booth to talk to Sean Fernstrum about his family business.

“My grandfather started the company, he had a machine 
shop in Detroit,” Sean said. “During World War II, he 
created a more efficient closed heat transfer system that 
was used on the Higgins landing craft.” The patent Robert 
W. Fernstrum obtained for the first rectangular tube keel 
cooler in 1945 was among the first of several dozen patents 
as he continued to develop the company’s GRIDCOOLER 
that is now ubiquitous in the workboat industry.

The company is now located in Menominee, Mich., 
and after expanding production facilities by a third and 
doubling their workforce in 2008, the company is now 
doubling its office space to accommodate its global 
expansion. “Most companies are outsourcing, but we are in 
sourcing,” Sean said.

The Dutch manufacturer Waka has asked Fernstrum to 
build box coolers for them. They are also teaming with an 
open system heat transfer company to become a “one stop 
shop” for marine cooling.

Perhaps our modern throwaway culture needs to take 
a look at the workboat industry to see how American 
manufacturing can survive and thrive on quality products.

Source: WorkBoat Newsletter
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Patrolling the vast reaches of the Chesapeake Bay and its 
major tributaries has always been a difficult task for law 
enforcement officers. But a new $2.4 million radar-and-
camera network is giving them a clear view of boat traffic 
from the port of Baltimore to into the Potomac River.

The Maritime Law Enforcement Information Network 
allows Natural Resources Police dispatchers in Annapolis 
to track and intercept suspicious vessels and speed 
assistance to boaters in distress.

Dispatchers can draw an electronic “picket line” around a 
sensitive area such as the liquefied natural gas terminal in 
Calvert County, a cruise ship approaching the Inner Harbor 
or an oyster sanctuary near Tilghman Island. A vessel 
entering the area will trip an alarm and automatically 
activate cameras.The radar can detect a 3-foot-square 
object seven miles away. The cameras have a range of three 
to five miles. 

Tapping into another system, called Blue Force Tracker, a 
dispatcher can determine which law enforcement vessel - 
local, state or federal - is closest to the targeted boar to alert 
it.“We’ll have immediate eyes on the water and be able to 
monitor a situation as we send boats out,” said Col. George 
Johnson, superintendent of the Natural Resources Police. 
“We will be able to tell officers what to expect as they 
approach and adjust our response as things unfold.”

Phase one of NRP’s system consists of one camera and 
four radar units. But agreements with state and federal 
agencies and private corporations up and down the bay 
extend MLEIN’s vision while avoiding duplication of 
equipment. Patuxent Naval Air Station and a naval research 
lab near Cheasapeake Beach will be sharing radar images 
to cover the water south of Anne Arundel County. Pictures 
from cameras in Baltimore, Annapolis and Prince George’s 
County also will feed into the system.

In return, those jurisdictions will be able to tap into 
MLEIN in an emergency.  “It gives us the ability to share 
information with decision-makers in real time,” said Tim 
Bowman, the MLEIN project manager.” All they’ll need is 
an Internet connection.”

At a demonstration of MLEIN, a technician marked an 
intermittent blip on the radar screen and directed a camera 

near the Bay Bridge to zero in on the subject. Guiding 
the camera with his finger on a mouse pad, the technician 
zoomed in to show a waterman hauling oysters into his 
small boat. The name of the boat could be read. The system 
also allows dispatchers to mark and track poachers working 
at night so that officers can place them under surveillance, 
intercept them or meet them at the dock. MLEIN stores the 
information for use as evidence in a court case.

Natural Resources Police will rely on MLEIN next boating 
season to determine whether reports of a fire on the bay 
involve a vessel in distress or a beach bonfire and whether 
a Mayday call is real or a prank.

While running the first tests on MLEIN this fall, police 
technicians were able to watch a recreational fisherman 
haul an undersized striped bass onto the Matapeake fishing 
pier just south of the Bay Bridge and stuff it in a sack, 
Johnson said. An office sent to the pier confronted the 
shocked angler, who surrendered the fish without argument.
“From the first moment we turned it on and found someone 
that quickly,” Johnson said, “we had an indication of what 
MLEIN can do.”

Source: The Baltimore Sun, Maryland 
December 14, 2010

NEW NETWORK OF CAMERAS,  
RADAR TO HELP PATROL  
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STILL NO DEEPWATER DRILLING 
PERMITS

by Jerry Greenberg

It’s been about two months since the deepwater drilling 
moratorium was lifted. A lot has happened since then 
except the awarding of deepwater drilling permits.

A revised OCS lease sale schedule was announced by 
the Interior Department, pushing back the Central and 
Western Gulf of Mexico sales unit after the Bureau of 
Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement 
(BOEM) completes environmental analyses that take into 
account effects from the Macondo well blowout and spill. 
That means the lease sales won’t be held until November 
or December 2011 at the earliest. Plans to open the Mid-
Atlantic and South-Atlantic planning areas to leasing 
were shelved until 2017 at the earliest. The Eastern Gulf 
remains under Confressional moratoruim.

As many expected, BP, the cause of all this trouble, is 
challenging the government’s estimates of just how 
much oil leaked into the Gulf of Mexico. In a report, the 
government estimated that 206 million gallons flowed 
from the Macondo well. BP says the government was 
about 20-50 percent too generous in its estimate, and 
said it will submit its own estimate of the amount of oil 
spilled into the Gulf. Resolution of this could take a long 
time since no accurate measurement of the oil flow was 
obtained, which many observers say was deliberate on 
BP’s part.

In the meantime, the U.S. Gulf oil and oil service 
industries continue to suffer. Operators can’t move ahead 
with deepwater drilling plans, and drilling contractors 
can’t work their deepwater rigs, which increases the 
possibliity that more rigs will leave the U.S. Gulf. 
Offshore service vessel operators are subject to the 
fortunes and misfortunes of the drilling industry.

At the end of November, 27 jackups were actually 
working, only five of 25 semisubmersibles were working 
and only one of 11 drillships. No deepwater drilling 
permits have been issued by BOEM, and only 16 new 
shallow water drilling permits and 48 revised applications 
for permits for exisiting wells have been approved as of 
November 22.

Large deepwater supply vessel operators saw day rates 
and utilization for their equipment take a steep drop during 
November, plummeting from an average $14,787 a day in 
October to $11,500 in November. Utilization fell from 89 
percent to 81.

The deepwater market may not improve anytime soon. 
Only three deepwater rigs have exited the Gulf since 
the deepwater moratorium was implemented, but it 
appears that some drilling contractors and operators are 
beginning to get impatient. Ensco subcontracted its new 
ENSCO 8503 deepwater semisubmersible that recently 
mobilized to the Gulf. The rig will now work offshore 
French Guyana for a subsidary of Tullow while Cobalt 
International Energy, the original contract holder, waits on 
drilling permits. The rig is scheduled to return to the Gulf 
after it completes work for Tullow, which is estimated to 
take about six months including mobilization. Work is 
expected to begin in early 2011.

Noble Corp. received notice from Marathon Oil that 
it intends to exercise its right of termination for the 
newbuild deepwater submersible Noble Jim Day if the 
rig does not commence operation by the end of the year. 
Even if Marathon accepts the rig by Dec. 31, it already 
put Noble on notice that it will likely try to terminate the 
drilling contract, saying that Interior’s failure to finalize 
deepwater drilling and spill response regulations and the 
department’s decision to withhold new deepwater drilling 
permits constitutes a force majeure event. Noble said it 
intends to defend its rights under the drilling contract, but 
it is also considering alternative opportunities for the rig, 
meaning it likely would leave the Gulf if Marathon gets in 
its way.

Source: WorkBoat Newsletter
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the highest levels in all areas of the industry, as mariners, 
pilots, shipyard workers and in military and government 
positions. They are also working in education and training, 
and at vessel operating companies and classification 
societies.

“Previously it was normal to find only one if any female 
mariners aboard a vessel. Now it is becoming more 
common to find women at all levels, and to have multiple 
women aboard the same vessel,” Marad Administrator 
David Matsuda said in an email.

The same goes for the workboat industry, the agency said. 
“Less than 20 years ago, it was difficult for a women to 
get a job aboard towing vessels. We now see many towing 
companies promoting women aboard the vessels in their 
fleet.”

Marad said demand is especially high for engineers.

The industry “is one of the best kept secrets,” Matsuda 
said, and it’s important that young people be informed 
about the oppotunities. The earlier youngsters are exposed 
to the industry, the better the chance of breaking gender 
stereotypes, Matsuda said.

Private companies are “working hard” to make living 
conditions better for the entire crew, including women. 
This includes addressing hours of work and rest, and crew 
comfort issues such as vibration, living conditions and 
work schedules. “The culture within companies and afloat 
has changed and continues to change for the better for 
women,” the administrator has said.

Maritime academies are also adapting. The U.S. Merchant 
Marine Academy in Kings Point, Ny, is implementing 
more lenient haircut regulations, introducing more 
women’s sports teams and adding two female officers to 
the admissions office. The state maritime academies are 
making more scholarship money available for women, 
adding lacrosse and soccer teams, aggressively recruiting 
girls with aptitudes in science, and offering orientation 
programs for female freshmen.

But there is still a long way to go. There are many unique 
challenges facing women in this field, such as dealing with 
harassment onboard vessels, proving that they are up to the 
task of maritime work, and balancing long periods away 
from home and family. 

Source: WorkBoat Newsletter

WOMEN ARE MAKING WAVES
by Pamela Glass

The Galveston Maritime Academy hosted the fourth annual 
Women on the Water conference in early November, 
highlighting opportunities for women in the maritime 
trades. This got me thinking: just how well are women 
faring in the traditionally male-dominated workboat 
industry?

I asked the U.S. Maritime Administration, and their 
answers are intriguing. 

Marad told me that the number of women in the maritime 
trades has been increasing steadily, with women reaching 
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